Fast spike detection in EEG using eigenvalue analysis and clustering of spatial amplitude distribution.
In the current study, we tested a proposed method for fast spike detection using a general-purpose computer. First, we performed eigenvalue analysis using a gradient calculated from two neighboring samples to detect high-amplitude negative peaks. Clustering was performed to classify detected peaks by considering amplitude distribution at scalp electrodes. Negative peaks were scored by considering electrodes in the detection process and the cluster to which each peak belonged. Spikes were detected using two parameters: score threshold, and the number of clusters. We then used precision and recall to eliminate overestimation of the performance of the method. The results revealed a tradeoff between precision and recall. Recall showed a maximum average value of 0.90 in two subjects. In contrast, average precision was 0.21, and the false positive rate was almost four times higher than the true positive rate on the condition that 64 and 54 spikes were included in two subjects. Analysis of required processing time revealed that our method could complete spike detection in approximately one-eighth of the recording time.